
 Sauna LED Light Instuctions 

 

 

 

Important 

- Should be installed by a competent person.  

- Must be positioned lower than 1500mm in the cabin. [N/A for infra-red cabins] 

- All wires must be kept outside of the cabin.  

- If using the remote control within the cabin keep on low benches as it can get 

quite hot. 

 

Installation 

Locate where you would like the unit, this must be no higher than 1500mm 

from the floor. Drill a hole through for the power cable thread through from the 

back and connect to the light, now push the light onto the wall, make it level 

and screw in place using the brackets.  

 

Operation 

The light can either be controlled by the remote or the button on the front. The 

button on the front turns the light on and each time you press it will change to 

a different colour, if left it will then phase into chromatherapy and slowly 

sequence through all the colours in the spectrum.  

The remote can also change through the colours, colour cycle and brightness.  

 



 

Speed----color-changing process (takes 450 seconds for a cycle) 

 

“+” (The changing cycle): 

red and green→ green fade out → red → blue fade in → blue and red → red 

fade out → blue → green fade in → blue and green → blue fade out → green 

→ red fade in → red and green 

 

“-”(The changing cycle) 

blue→ green fade in → blue and green → blue fade out → green → red fade 

in → red and green→ green fade out → red → blue fade in → blue and red → 

red fade out 

 

 

 

Specification: 

Colors/White 12 Colors + white 

Usage For 2 to 5 M2 Sauna 

Automatic Programs 2 Programs 

Lifetime of LED Approx 15000 hours 

Working environment UP to 100 centi-degree 

Product Dimension 26*22*3.5 cm 

Power Supply 12V DC Adapter(110-240V AC,50/60HZ 

Consumption 36 Watts 

Dimm.Of lighting area 20.8*16.7 cm 

Number of LED 475 

 


